
 

 

Chris Heaton-Harris, MP     Mike Barlow 
Minister of State for Transport     Chair BFARe 
House of Commons       
LONDON       Bedford For A Re-consultation 
SW1A 0AA       www.BFARe.org.uk 
 
1st April 2021 
 
Dear Chris, 

Thank you for making the time to listen to us on 15th March 2021 regarding our concerns over the EWR 

Bedford to Cambridge selection of Route E as the preferred route.  Our view is that the new consultation 

released on 31st March 2021 is based upon a flawed Route Consultation from 2019 and is therefore invalid.  

Especially given the cost increases from the new proposal – which now require serious back-checking versus 

alternative routes. 

You said you would ask your officials and EWR to investigate the points discussed and that you would get back 

to us on them.  It will come as no surprise that we were extremely disappointed with your response of 24th 

March 2021.   

The disappointment comes mostly that the response is an unimaginative copy and paste of boilerplate FOI 

content that EWR distribute.  There appears to be little thought or attention given – certainly it appears to be 

simple stonewalling with no detail or substance.  We noted that Will Gallagher and Simon Blanchflower were 

on the call – clearly they have not listened, nor read the follow up letter – or have chosen to ignore everything 

we said. 

EWR constantly claim to be transparent and then constantly succeed in being opaque. 

Unfortunately EWR have badly let you down in fulfilling your commitment to us to provide responses. They 

have also failed to respond to the queries raised in a meeting that Richard Fuller, MP arranged.   

The disdain in which EWR hold the concerns of your affected citizens is palpable.  For an effective organisation, 

these are not burdensome questions to provide a response to.  We can only assume the continued lack of 

transparency is deliberate.  I am sure the Department would not appoint people who are incompetent or 

negligent to positions of responsibility whose decisions impact the live of so many people. 

Of the 14 points we raised in the meeting with you and subsequent letter EWR have:- 

- Ignored and given no answer to 7 of them;  

- Given incorrect answers to 6 of them;  

- Given an inadequate answer to 1 of them.   

In the Attached appendix there are details of where EWR have not answered, or provided inadequate 

response.  Under the principles of transparency – these questions still need answering. 

We would appreciate it if you could ask Messrs Gallagher and Blanchflower to re-do their homework, 

providing clear, transparent explanations to the points raised. 

Yours Faithfully, 

 

Mike Barlow 
Chair 
BFARe.org.uk 
  



 

 

 

Appendix 1 – Questions raised that require a response. 

1. Route E runs right through the centre of Bedford town, with all the pollution that entails from cars 

entering and leaving, running directly through the Beds Borough Council designated Green Environment 

Area.  Traffic and congestion is already a polluting issue – why has this not been taken into account during 

the Route consultation? –  Your officials ignored this question  – no reply given.  Conclusion: EWR are not 

commenting because they know this weakens the case for Route E. 

 

2. The 2019 consultation was flawed. Twenty six Parish Councils were not consulted and not a single meeting 

was held within the Route E area.  

Route E Parishes to the West of the ECML:  

 

• Bromham    Excluded 

• Clapham    Excluded 

• Wilden    Excluded 

• Colmworth    Excluded 

• Little Barford    Excluded 

• Ravensden    Excluded but did respond voicing concerns about D & E 

• Brickhill    Supported Route E (Now Rescinded in a letter to EWR) 

• Renhold    Recommended Routes A-C 

• Great Barford   No response 

• Roxton    No response 

• Wyboston Chawston & Colesden   No response 

• St Neots TC    Recommended B or E with a station S of St Neots 

 

Your officials ignored this question- – no reply given – Conclusion: EWR are not commenting 

because they know this is a flaw in the process. 

 

3. Where exactly did the postcards go? Your officials have used the same bland reply that they have 

used for the last fifteen months, explaining that they used a shape-file. They now say that they have 

…”sourced the address list from it’s supplier and EWR is currently removing personal data in 

compliance with GDPR for all 120.000 addresses”.  

 

This is exactly the time-wasting, stalling, non-answer type reply we have had from EWR throughout 

this project. There is no personal data on the postcards, they were all addressed to ‘The Occupier’ 

therefore there are no GDPR implications so  there is nothing to remove.  Your officials replied with 

an incorrect answer and continue to obfuscate. Conclusion: EWR know that this is a flaw and are 

being deliberately opaque. 

 

4. Out of over 448,570 people that could have responded to the consultation only 3,350 people did. 

Your letter states “ This resulted in almost 7,000 people  responding to the consultation, and more 

than 3,500 people attending EWR  Co’s eight consultation events”. 

Furthermore there are 169,182 households within the EWR Shapefile zone.  Only 120,000 postcards 

were sent. 

 –  Your officials are wrong. Although there were almost 7,000 replies only 3,350 people 

responded, the rest were organisations, less than 1% an incredibly bad return rate. Also, common-



 

 

sense tells you that the 3,500 people that attended the meetings are also highly likely to be 

among the 3,350 that responded too. They should not be counted twice. 

 

5. Absence of freight indications in the consultation. We have consistently asked why this was omitted. 

EWR have replied for the last fifteen months that they are looking into freight needs. Your officials 

reply in the letter “it is not possible at this stage to determine the frequency of usage by the line of 

freight services.” It is clearly obvious from EEH, the Rail Freight Group and even from yourself 

Minister at the Peloton webinar that there is a clear expectation for full freight capability. – Your 

officials replied with an incorrect answer. 

 

6. New Cost that changed since the 2019 Consultation. This is perhaps the most widely-asked question 

of EWR since the Jan 2020 decision was announced. What were the cost calculations going into the 

consultation – what was the cost calculation used to input into the decision.  Clearly Cost has a 

heavy influence on the BCR and is therefore pivotal to the decision. 

 

EWR have repeatedly refused to answer it – making a mockery of their claim that the process was 

transparent.  The huge differences in the Pre and Post-Consultation Reports. Route E goes from 

being the most expensive to being the second cheapest. –  Your officials ignored this question – no 

reply given. Conclusion: EWR may be hiding reverse engineering of costs to fit the Route E 

decision. 

 

7. The extra fuel required by locomotives, diesel or electric, and the effect on carbon emissions 

preventing a carbon-neutral railway due to the extra  length and unavoidable altitude and gradient 

penalties of Route E. - Your officials ignored the question  – no reply given. Conclusion – EWR know 

that a flatter, straighter shorter route would cost less and have  failed to address the consequent 

carbon penalty built into each trip throughout the lifetime of the route.. 

 

8. High cost of the significant number of compensation claims pushing up the costs - Instead of 

answering this question your officials have said they will be “siting the railway in a cutting, installing 

noise barriers,or using earthworks and landscaping to reduce noise levels…. will implement noise 

and pollution reduction measures along the line”. All of these measures will cost a huge sum of 

money. Your officials replied with an incorrect answer. 

 

9. Evidence of significant environmental damage. This was ignored, the only reply was again that they 

would be “siting the railway in a cutting, installing noise barriers, or using earthworks and 

landscaping to reduce noise levels…. will implement noise and pollution reduction measures along 

the line”. This will have the effect of making the environmental damage much worse and causing 

even more pollution and release of diesel particles. – Your officials replied with an answer that 

underlines our point on environmental damage. 

 

10. Fundamentally the biggest question that will be asked by MPs and the public alike when the scale of 

the costs of the decision on E are made clear are the large cost overruns as with HS2 – Your officials 

ignored this question – no reply given.  Conclusion: As the cost overruns in previous sections 

indicate, EWR are not in control of the project. 



 

 

 

11. Delays and costs of Judicial Reviews. - Your officials ignored this question – no reply given. 

 

12. High risk of Planning Inspectorate declining DCO application - Your officials ignored this question - – 

no reply given. 

 

13. Bedford Borough Council boast about their “great lobbying” effort to influence the decision for Route 

E.  The consultation was never debated at BBC nor was it voted upon.  The content of the BBC Response 

and accompanying Technical Report was only revealed to the opposition parties in October following a 

FOI application against their own council.  In our letter we outlined the extent of influence exerted by 

BBC on the conduct of the 2019 consultation  Apart from the influential positions held by the Mayor on 

the EEH Strategic Transport Forum and within the SEMLP and other political presence within the East 

West Rail Consortium and the Western and Central Section Boards,  undoubtedly the most disturbing 

influence by BBC was exerted throughout and beyond the 2019 consultation period.  Your staff and 

indeed EWR Co in recent correspondence claim there is no evidence of involvement between EWR Co 

and BBC prior to the decision being made in favour of Route E.  The evidence that extensive contact did 

take place is documented in the BBC Response and Technical Report recent response but your officials 

have ignored it.  In short  EWR Co  issued BBC with a briefing paper on 25th Feb 2019 and they met to 

discuss this on 1st March 2019 and further information was provided by EWR Co on 13 Mar which 

enabled BBC to materially affect the costing information upon which the general public had based their 

responses. The response from BBC that EWR used for cost optimisation was issued 15 days after  the 

consultation closed on 15th March 2019 - Your officials replied with an incorrect answer.  

 

14. In our presentation to you and supporting letter we endeavoured to point out that the selection of 

Route E was a perverse decision.  The topographic challenges it presents would have excluded it 

from consideration had not the critical EWR Co guidance on acceptable gradients been drastically 

watered down at Section 4.12 of the Consultation Technical Report.  It is unclear whether or not the 

initial turnout and ascent of the Clapham escarpment can actually be achieved without resort to 

further concessions on construction and performance by EWR Co.  None of the concerns we raised 

in this respect have been addressed by your staff who don’t seem to realise that there will not be 

ways around the resulting problems which ‘back checking ‘ will be able to resolve.  It is therefore 

considerably frustrating to see this very expensive project sleep walking towards a sow’s ear 

solution for the lack of considering an extant silk purse alternative.  At the moment there is an 

alternative in Route B which was not proven unacceptable during the consultation process and 

which could offer a fully strategic railway solution at lower financial and environmental cost.   Your 

officials replied for you that “Whilst I expect the Company to back-check its decisions in light of new, 

relevant information to ensure that those decisions remain sound, I remain of the view that there is 

no material reason to re-consult on a route option which has since been dismissed.” Our point was 

that EWR has consistently refused to give any details whatever on any back-checking done and in 

the light of that absence and the new evidence provided Route B must be considered. Your officials 

did not adequately explain this decision. – Conclusion – EWR have no intention of back-checking 

and will push on regardless. 


